
PARS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
Midwinter 2015 

 
Note: PARS Exec had a complicated meeting history this year.  Between snow, 
illness, and absence, only three members of the Exec Committee were able to 

meet at the official time (listed below): 
Sunday. February 1, 2015 

8:30 a.m. 
McCormick Place West, W179a 

  
 As a result, a follow up conference call occurred on Wednesday February 11, 

2015.  The minutes from the physical meeting are included first. 
 

 

Present at physical meeting: 

 Annie Peterson 

 Ian Bogus 

 Gina Minks 

 

Annie Peterson, Chair-Elect, led the meeting in the absence of Kara McClurken, Chair.  Gina 

Minks, Member-at-Large, agreed to take minutes. 

 

8:30 Review agenda and approve 

Agenda reviewed and approved without any changes. 

 

8:35 Approve minutes from Annual  

Minutes from the PARS Executive Committee at the Annual meeting in Las Vegas were 

approved. 

 

8:40 Discussion topics for PARS Exec  

 

                Number of folks serving on committees/juries 

Annie provided the number of people currently serving on various committees 

and juries.  After discussion, it was decided that the current size of 

committees/juries is fine.  However, both Ian and Gina said they would be happy 

to serve if needed. 

 

There was some additional discussion about the Web Committee.  A new chair 

needs to be appointed and it will be important to let other committees know that 

the Web Committee can help them with projects.  PARS Exec will need to let 

groups know that there is help if they need a project done. 

 

                Preservation statistics 



Annie gave an update on the Preservation Survey.  A spreadsheet had been sent 

out via email that had the institutions and contact information.  It would be great 

if PARS Exec could help with the survey by trying to contact some of the 

libraries.  They are especially interested in ARL libraries that have not responded 

before.   They also hope that the survey is not seen in competition with the 

Heritage Health Index.  Annie will re-send the spreadsheet with talking points.  

Someone should also contact Jeannie Drewes, Library of Congress, and see if she 

can work with the ALA President to get the word out about the survey. 

 

                Post midwinter evaluation 

Group consensus was that mid-winter went well but the PAIG Forum needs to be 

better organized and better publicized if that format is used again.  Ian asked 

about the possibility of further condensing PAIG/PARS activities.  For example 

could the meetings, etc. take place in a single day?  There was some brief 

discussion on the best day if this would happen and Saturday was suggested 

because ALCTS meetings currently take place on Sunday and Monday. 

 

PARS Service Project: Should we pursue?  If so, who should lead 

effort?  (Preservation Outreach IG, a Working Group, etc.) 

After discussion, it was agreed that the idea of a PARS Service Project should 

continue to be explored because it would provide a good outreach component for 

PARS.  More information about how the project would work should be worked 

out is needed. 

 

5 year review of PARS 

The 5 year review of PARS will begin around ALA Mid-Winter 2016.  Feedback 

will be solicited from the membership. 

 

FDLP update  

Discussion postponed. 

 

9:30: Mary Page and Norm Medeiros 

Mary Page expressed her excitement at the hiring of Charles Wilt’s replacement, 

Keri Cascio.  She discussed that ALCTS currently has the greatest number of 

Interest Groups at a total of 44.  (The next largest group is LITA with only 19).  

Betsy Simpson has been appointed to serve as a content director for ALCTS and 

they have been working to identify the top 3 – 5 concerns of ALCTS members.  

Meg Marion is currently the ALCTS liaison to the ALA Strategic Plan committee.  

She has promised that ALA is working to make the Strategic Plan concise, 

actionable, and achievable. 

 

Mary encouraged everyone that will be attending the ALA Annual conference in 

San Francisco this summer to attend the President’s program.  Maryann Wolf will 

be the speaker.  Ms. Wolf has written “Proust and the Squid” and is a researcher 

who believes that the human brain was not naturally designed to read.  That 

program will be Monday of Annual at 10:30a.m. 



 

Mary and Norm also provided information on how they are working to make the 

ALCTS 101 concept “go virtual”.  They are exploring how to promote ALCTS 

membership to new professionals by emphasizing how membership can assist in 

the job market.  They are also exploring more engagement for virtual members. 

 

9:45: Jennifer Paustenbaugh, ACLTS Advocacy Committee 

The advocacy committee was created in 2012 to help promote ALCTS within the context 

of ALA’s Advocacy work.  They currently are working on five specific areas: 

1. How to support open education resources; 

2. How to help the at-large membership understand the difference between 

“public access” and “open access”; 

3. Examine the differences between the electronic versions and published 

versions of materials. 

4. Explore the Federal Depository programs. 

5. Build specific case studies that show the impact of ALCTS on libraries. 

 

Jennifer asked for any additional areas that might be of concern and Ian suggested 

something to help the membership understand the difference between “public domain” 

and “creative commons”.  He also suggested something on e-resources, specifically the 

use of printed verses e-works.  Annie suggested something that would help clarify 

confusion on “what is preservation”. 

 

10:00 Susan Davis, ALCTS Program Committee  

Susan brought a handout that the Program Committee is hoping to use to help clarify how 

membership can submit programs.  This handout “Dispelling Myths and Misinformation” 

is attached to these minutes as a PDF. 

 

10:15 – 11: 30 Reports from PARS Committees, IGs, and Liaisons 

 

 

Planning, Programs, Publications 

Julie Mosbo, Texas A&M, reported that webinars are currently scheduled through ALA 

Annual.  Program planning for ALCTS will be using “Conference IO” after Charles 

Wilt’s departure.  His last day is February 13th. 

 

The group also was working on an updated Preservation Education Directory.  An initial 

version has been sent to Kara McClurken.  They think that they will try to revisit this 

project in 2018. 

 

LRTS is looking for articles that are both unique and researched.  Possible articles in the 

works include Annie Peterson’s report on the Preservation Statistics and perhaps Janet 

Gertz’s report on the Cornell/Columbia E-Journals project.  The committee is always 

looking for other articles, etc. 

 



Program planning for 2016 will begin in the spring.  Some possible programs include 

integrated outreach, history of preservation, and using Kickstarter (possibly using the 

Tesla house as a case study).  They will be looking for sessions with wide appeal.  

Another topic that was brought up is a session on digital curation verses digital 

preservation. 

 

Preservation Week  

Miriam Nelson reported that the booth at the Mid-Winter exhibition hall was going well.  

They also plan to have a booth at both ACRL in Portland, OR and ALA Annual in San 

Francisco.  Gina expressed interest in helping to secure space for Preservation Week 

materials at SAA in Cleveland, OH. 

 

Last week, Donia Conn’s “How to Plan a Preservation Event” went very well and they 

are planning on doing something similar again this year.  They already have several 

webinars put together for 2015 including: 

4/28 – Preservation of Moving Images 

4/30 – Personal Digital Archiving 

 

The committee needs some help to update the website.  Currently Christine McConnell, 

ALCTS staff, does most of the work and she could use help.  Annie reminded her that 

there is a Web Committee that could possibly help. 

 

Nancy Kraft has already secured several sponsorships for Preservation Week totally 

approximately $6,000. 

 

Ian mentioned that he is working on various preservation related info-graphics with 

CCAHA and perhaps those would be a good addition to Preservation Week Resources. 

 

Expansion of the use of social media to promote Preservation Week was discussed and 

perhaps could be another project for the Web Working Group. 

 

Conference Call: February 11, 2015 

Present: 

Kara McClurken (led the meeting/took notes) 

Annie Peterson 

Ian Bogus 

Hilary Seo 

Becky Ryder 

Gina Minks 

David Lowe (excused) 

 

Number of folks serving on committees/juries 

 

Preservation Week could do with one or two less members but all committees 

agreed numbers were working because there are always a few who don’t 

participate. 



Kara noted that most who volunteered for juries also were assigned other 

committees.  Since juries are the last thing appointed, Kara also ended up 

emailing folks asking them to serve in order to fill the four or five members.  We 

suggested that 3 to a jury would be suitable.  Any changes would require letting 

ALCTS admin know so that they can change the numbers. 

 

Possible work for the Web Committee: Help PARS members know how to use 

online communication tools (ex: How to post to Connect, etc.)  Annie will reach 

out. 

 

                Preservation statistics 

Annie says that PARS Exec efforts making a difference and several institutions 

who have not participated in the past few years have filled out the survey (yay!) 

 

                Post midwinter evaluation 

PAIG well attended; not too many new folks.  PARS Forum not so much—

several possible explanations for this (Convention Center location so far from 

most hotels plus time of day and no PARS related programming in between.)  

Also—the topic was Ask a Preservation Expert and folks who need advice might 

not have known about it.  Only publicized on ALCTS Central, PADG, and with 

session descriptions.  If we pick same topic next year, would need to do outreach 

to lots of other areas. 

 

Ian and Annie agreed to send out a Survey Monkey Survey to PADG asking 

questions to those who attended/did not attend to see if we are meeting PARS 

members needs and desires with Midwinter.   

 

PARS Service Project: Should we pursue?   

Yes, because there are several folks who are very interested—Kara will send out 

follow up email to Jessica Bitely, Francis Harrell, Katie Risseeuw and Jeanne 

Drewes inviting them to a working group to explore. 

 

5 year review of PARS 

The 5 year review of PARS will begin around ALA Mid-Winter 2016.  Feedback 

will be solicited from the membership.  Becky agreed to look at timeline, etc. to 

get a sense of what Exec needs to do to get this moving. 

 

FDLP update  

Folks at Friday ALCTS Board of Directors did not have any information on this. 

 

Updates from other committees/folks: 

Planning, Programs, Publications 

Copy of the Preservation Education Directory ended up in Kara’s SPAM folder.  

PARS Exec team has until Friday to comment on it. There were a few missing 

states from Table of Contents and folks were wondering about conservation 

programs and why they were not included.  Also wondering about listing each 



individual class taught—a) is this sustainable and b) might it be easier to just link 

to webpage listing classes in future years. 

 Other topics: 

PARS membership:  How to recruit/retain new folks 

Kara will ask ALCTS Central office for names of new PARS/ALCTS members and 

contact info for last year—Becky and Hilary will work with the new member working 

group to explore how best to use the list. 

 


